
STEM-TASTIC CREATIONS:
This week in STEM, the younger grades worked

on engineering and creativity with Lego building
exercises. The older children worked with Ms.
Robbins to build their own illusion creations!
The students were able to put their creations

into action and learn how our eyes can see
hidden images in certain designs! 
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What animal needs to wear a
wig?

ANIMAL OF THE WEEK!
Meet The Beaver!

Mr. Engel’s Fun Fact: Did you know that the beaver is the largest rodent in North
America? Their powerful teeth and intelligent cooperation allow them to cut down trees,

build dams and lodges, and store food for the winter!

Message From Rabbi Yachnes:
MONEY AND FIRE:  Rashi (30:13) says that Hashem showed Moshe a coin so that he would know what the half Shekel was that

should be collected from every Jew as a means of counting them. And Rashi says that the coin that Hashem displayed was
made of fire. Why fire? Chidushei HaRim explains that Hashem was conveying the message that money is like fire. Fire, held

under control has many wonderful uses. Cooking food, heating homes etc. Fire, out of control, can be very destructive. It's the
same with money. It being constructive or destructive depends upon it being held in control or let out of control.   May we hear

only good news from Eretz Yisroel. Have a wonderful Shabbos.

JOKE OF THE WEEK!

Gadol Of The Week:
Rabbi Naftali Tzvi Horowitz of Ropshitz:

Why was he making jokes in front of
everyone at a wedding?

5th grade works on their math work in
Ms. Dania’s class!

3rd, 4th, and 5th grade joins in on a
team building game together! 

Rabbi Chait visits the 2nd grade for
some Chumash learning! 

2nd grade joins the 3rd grade class for
a beautiful davening!

2nd graders pair up as chavrusos to
work on their Lehavin skills!

Ms. Dania’s 4th grade studying for their
Spelling Bee!

Proudly showing off their Jerseys in the
gym with coach! 

2nd grade dry ice science experiment
with Mr. Engel! 

Solving Trivia Questions with Mr.
Heller! 



A bald eagle!

Visiting Scientist:
Our visiting scientist and her trusty assistant
were electric this week! The children learnt
about electricity through building their own

circuits! using just an LED light, a battery, and
copper tape each student was able to build

their own closed circuit that lit up!
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Thought Provoking Parsha Question: JOKE ANSWER!
Why was it so difficult for Moshe to envision
the appearance of the half-shekel coin? Why

did Hashem have to show it to him?

Chocolate Making! 
The girls division had a wonderful chocolate making experience
this Wednesday! Renowned chocolatier Penina Amar from Paris,
who happens to be Morah Levana’s sister, visited our school and

ran an amazing chocolate making session with our girls. Each
student was able to watch the chocolate making process in action

and then created their own delicious treats to take home and
enjoy. A big thank you to Morah Levana for organizing this

program with her sister!

Kindergarten boys enjoy independent
reading time in Mrs. Louis’s class!

Kindergarten takes their davening
outdoors with Morah Liatt!

Mrs. Fischer’s 4th grade works in
partners on their math assignments!

Practicing the days of the week and
numbers in Mrs. Louis’s class! 

The girls had a fantastic Brachos Bee
led by Rabbi Chait! 

2nd and 3rd grade learns about Kavod
in Mrs. Segal’s class!

2nd and 3rd grade girls are learning in
their new Chumashim with Mrs. Segal!

4th grade groups together to work on
their creative writing skills!  

The 6th and 4th grade girls enjoy Mr.
Hirsch’s gedolim class!
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Mazel Tov to Jake Hirsch on being
accepted to Yeshiva Toras Chaim!We wish you much hatzlacha next yearand beyond!


